On-farm experimentation in precision agriculture: developing “big data” technology to improve the odds of agronomic profits in Montana
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Abstract: Recent developments in agricultural equipment technology are allowing an unprecedented opportunity to gain a scientific understanding of the primary constraints on crop production and profitability. More specifically, collection of high-resolution spatial data within individual fields enables a locally optimized application of agronomic science. In addition, agricultural equipment now allows variable rates of application for seeds, herbicides, fertilizers, and irrigation at a relatively high resolution within a given field. The central challenge of effective precision agriculture is the development of tools that allow producers to use local data in conjunction with the applicable agronomic model to generate high-resolution application prescriptions that will maximize profit from each field. This application of models at a relatively fine-scale resolution is not typically addressed by regional agronomic research. The On-Farm Precision Agriculture Experiment (OFPE) project team is building data and decision management tools designed to guide the precision agriculture prescription process on a field-by-field basis. These tools will enable calibration of agronomic models to fields in active production, based on data from previous years of experimentation and management. Then, the calibrated models will enable generation of optimized application prescriptions that are most likely to maximize profit from each field. In this presentation, we provide a case study of the OFPE process in fertilizer application for dryland wheat production, and we seek feedback from the sugar beet and barley production community on how the process may be adapted to their decision support needs.
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